
 

Some more ideas to develop your writing skills 

Every sentence needs a noun (person,place,thing or idea) but to make our writing more 

exciting we add adjectives (describing words). First start by making a list of nouns by 

visiting each room in your home and looking around ie in the kitchen there may be: a table, 

chair, sink, window. Remember to use commas in between each word. Look at each object and 

choose a word that describes it ie wooden chair. Then can you extend these captions into 

sentences? Think about how you start each sentence try to make each on different ie In my 

kitchen there is…. A small wooden chair is under…..   Try to write 3 or 4 sentences about 

each room. You can write the nouns and adjectives in different colours but remember to 

keep the nouns one colour and the adjectives another. 

 

Reading Comprehension 

Read about:  75th Anniversary of VE Day  

You will find this on  

twinklhttps://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/75th-anniversary-of-ve-day-differentiated-reading-

comprehension-activity-ages-5-7-t-e-2550049 

The reading comprehension is differentiated  

*is easier  ** is more challenging   *** is for confident readers who enjoy 

further challenge 

 



 

Maths - Practise addition and subtraction  
 

Use number bonds to help. Write out all the 

number pairs for both 10 and 20. Week 4 of the 

White Rose Maths home learning is all about 

adding subtracting numbers and using number 

bond knowledge to help. The activity sheets are 

on our website. 

 

 

 

 

History  
As this week has been a special week in history celebrating the 75th 

Anniversary of VE Day can you find out about Winston Churchill as he was 

the Prime Minister of our country at the time? You may have seen black 

and white video clips of him on the television. Draw a picture of him and 

write down some key facts about him. 

 

 

 

 

Art 
Go outside and collect leaves and flowers. Can you arrange these 

into a repeating design that could be used for a design for wall 

paper? For inspiration look up William Morris, (a famous British 

textile designer) who used lots of leaves and flo wers and arranged 

them into patterns using a variety of colours. He also liked to 

include birds in his designs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



If you have picked up a Home Learning Pack from school, 

these activities can be completed as well.  If you have not 

received a pack then more copies can be collected from 

school. Just send an email or telephone to let us know that 

this is required. 


